How to make... a pop out chick card
Suitable for ages 3-6 with adult help
Suitable for ages 7-11 independent working

You will need:
A4 card
A4 paper (white or yellow)
Scraps of paper
Pencil
Coloured pens or pencils
A glass or circle to draw around
Scissors
Glue

Create a pop out Easter or Spring greetings card to give to a family member or post to a friend.

Instructions
Step 1:
Fold your sheet of A4 paper in half. Draw three
circles by drawing around a glass or something
else circular to make sure they're all the same size.

Step 2:
With the paper still folded in half, cut out the circles
so you end up with six circles. If you used white
paper you can colour one side of the circles in
yellow.

Step 3:
Fold each circle in half. If you have coloured in the
circles, make sure the yellow side is on the inside.
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Step 4:
Glue three of the folded circles together on top of
each other.

Step 5:
Use a piece of scrap paper to cut out a beak and
colour it in red or orange. Stick it on top of the outer
semi circle, in roughly the centre.

Step 6:
Continue to stick the remaining three semi circles
on top of each other until all of the circles are stuck
together.

Step 7:
Fold your A4 card in half. Glue the back of the
outside semi circles and stick your chick in the
middle of the card.

Step 8:
Add some features to your chick including eyes,
legs and wings. You could do this with pens or
pencils or cut out bits of scrap paper and glue them
on.
Decorate your card however you like. This could be
Easter themed with eggs or more spring time
animals. Add a message. You could decorate the
front of the card as well.
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